Job Opening:
Mechanical Engineer (FT)
We are looking for an enthusiastic experienced Mechanical Engineer to expand our team. In this function you
are the focal point within various innovative projects and you have to deal with various clients. Your job varies
from making inventory of client requirements to calculations and scheduling.
As a Mechanical Engineer you have to deal with various clients and projects, so it is important the you have
strong communicative skills. In case of technical or organizational problems you will use all your knowledge and
creativity to solve this.
Most important tasks and responsibilities:
‒ Your main task is to ensure that the agreed work/jobs are executed to full satisfaction.
‒ Together with the project lead you are responsible for the operational monitoring and projects progress.
‒ Planning and calculating complex and/or specialist projects, prepare quotations within the set budget and
time.
‒ Instruct work planner / mechanical team.
Job requirement :
To be able to properly fulfill this role:
‒ HBO education Mechanical or comparable; experience with 2D and 3D drawing packages, AutoCad
knowledge;
‒ Naturally you have excellent communicative skills in word and writing. You know how to keep an overview
in any situation.
‒ Attention to detail and quality, but also a pragmatic problem solver.
‒ Used to work independently and to take your own responsibility.
‒ Living in the Rotterdam area.
‒ In possession of a valid VCA-Vol certificate.
You also have the following compenteces:
‒ Accurate;
‒ Proactive work method and way of thinking;
‒ Teamplayer;
‒ Flexible;
‒ Full of initiative, self-starter and independent;
‒ Organizing ability;
‒ Hands-on;
‒ Customer friendly.
We offer you a challenging job in a young and enthusiastic team.
Are you becoming our new colleague? Do you want to work within an innovating company like Plant One
Rotterdam? Send your motivation with your resume to: sollicitatie@plantone-rotterdam.nl

N.B.: Acquisition in response to this advertisement is not appreciated!

